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“What time am I getting
up, checking my sugars, I
can’t go do this because
I’ve got to wait here to get
my sugar, I’ve got to get my
food in the right way”

“What would happen if
you did that activity,
how would that impact
on your diabetes?”

Conceptualising diabetes
self-management
“How is it impacting their
as an occupation
occupations, what new
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occupations do you need to
develop in order to support
managing
this chronic condition
’.
in a positive way, in a way that
you still feel healthy, that you
feel good and that it supports
your occupational identity”
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Using the Model
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OTs with
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The occupational forms of DSM
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Using MOHO

(Kielhofner 2008)

to illustrate one aspect of DSM
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DSM in relation to other occupations
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A framework for practice

(This framework is adapted from the COT (2014) Learning and Development
Standards for Pre-Registration Education, reproduced with permission from the
College of Occupational Therapists under the COT open permissions licence v1,
2013, http://www.cot.co.uk/authors-resources/authors-resources).
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Why is this important?
Other healthcare
perspectives
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Occupational therapy
scope of practice
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Any questions or comments?

Further details contact:
annabel.youngson.cumbria.ac.uk
@OTBelY
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